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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2015. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Abridged edition. Language: English . Brand
New. Vegas Rich When Sallie Coleman abandons Texas to follow her dreams in Vegas, she never
imagines she ll win so soon and so big. But a stroke of luck makes her the richest, most powerful
businesswoman in Nevada, and in no time at all her transformation is complete when she marries
Philip Thornton and becomes Vegas s most elegant first lady. Like her future mother-in-law before
her, Pennsylvania beauty Fanny Logan makes her fortune in Vegas, building one of the city s most
successful clothing empires. Her wedding to Ash Thornton, the visionary behind the magnificent
Babylon casino, is like a happy ending to their fairytale lives. But Ash s greatest triumph may be his
ultimate downfall. While Ash lives the good life, his brother Simon trudges through the battlefields of
war and the trenches of Wall Street searching for meaning Happiness doesn t come until he returns
to Vegas and finds love at last with the wife of his fiercest rival. Vegas Heat Vegas Heat is the story of
the Thornton dynasty of Fanny Thornton, who takes over Babylon, the family s magnificent Las
Vegas casino,...
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Reviews
This written book is fantastic. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. Your life period will probably be transform
when you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Cha nelle Roob
Simply no phrases to clarify. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Noa h Cummer a ta IV
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